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SYMPLECTIC RESOLUTIONS OF CHARACTER VARIETIES
GWYN BELLAMY AND TRAVIS SCHEDLER
Abstract. In this article, we consider the G-character variety of a compact Riemann surface
of genus g > 0, when G is SL(n,C) or GL(n,C). We show that these varieties are symplectic
singularities and classify when they admit symplectic resolutions: they do when g = 1 or n = 1 or
(g, n) = (2, 2).
1. Introduction
The character varieties associated to the fundamental group of a topological space have long been
objects of study for topologists, group theorists and algebraic geometers. The character varieties
of type A associated to the fundamental group of a Riemann surface play a particularly prominent
role in this theory since it has been shown by Goldman that their smooth locus caries a natural
symplectic structure. The aim of this article is to study how this symplectic structure degenerates
along the singular locus of the character variety. This is motivated by earlier work [3] of the authors,
where the case of quiver varieties is considered. Our results for character varieties are derived, in
large part, from the general theory developed in [3].
Before explaining the main results of the article, we introduce some notation. Let Σ be a compact
Riemann surface of genus g > 0 and π its fundamental group. The SL-character variety of Σ is the
affine quotient
Y(g, n) := Hom(π,SL(n,C))/SL(n,C).
Similarly, the GL-character variety is
X(g, n) := Hom(π,GL(n,C))/GL(n,C).
We do not consider the case where Σ has punctures; in this case it is natural to impose conditions
on the monodromy about the punctures and this situation is addressed in [22].
The character varieties are explicitly constructed via quasi-Hamiltonian reduction. This implies
that the symplectic structure on the smooth locus extends to a Poisson structure on the whole
variety. An important (in both symplectic algebraic geometry and geometric representation theory)
class of Poisson varieties with generically non-degenerate Poisson structure are given by Beauville’s
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symplectic singularities [2]. To have symplectic singularities requires a strong compatibility between
the symplectic form and resolutions of singularities. However, once one knows that a given space
has symplectic singularities, it allows one to to make strong statements about the quantizations and
Poisson deformations of the space. For instance, Namikawa [21] tells us that the (formal) Poisson
deformations of such a space are unobstructed, if it is an affine variety. Our first result shows that:
Theorem 1.1. The varieties X(g, n) and Y(g, n) are irreducible symplectic singularities.
This result immediately raises the question of whether the character varieties admit symplectic
resolutions; these are resolutions of singularities where the symplectic form on the smooth locus of
the singularity extends to a symplectic form on the whole of the resolution. This is a very strong
condition, and symplectic resolutions are correspondingly rare. The main result of this article is a
complete classification of when these character varieties admit symplectic resolution. As usual in
these situations, much of the effort is spent in proving that certain obstructions to the existence of
symplectic resolutions exist in many examples. Specifically, using Drezet’s Theorem we show that:
Theorem 1.2. Assume that g > 1 and (g, n) 6= (2, 2). Then the varieties X(g, n) and Y(g, n) are
factorial with terminal singularities.
Arguing as in [3], Theorem 1.2 implies:
Corollary 1.3. Assume g > 1 and (g, n) 6= (2, 2). Then the symplectic singularities X(g, n) and
Y(g, n) do not admit proper symplectic resolutions. The same holds for any singular open subset.
Parallel to Remark 1.14 of [3], we can give an alternative proof of the first statement of Corollary
1.3 using formal localization, reducing to the quiver variety case which is considered in that arti-
cle. The formal neighborhood of the identity of X(g, n) is well-known to identify with the formal
neighborhood of (0, . . . , 0) in the quotient{
(X1, Y1, . . . ,Xg, Yg) ∈ gl(n,C)
∣∣∣∣∣
d∑
i=1
[Xi, Yi] = 0
}
/GL(n,C).
This is nothing but the formal neighborhood of zero of the quiver variety associated to the quiver
Q with one vertex and g arrows. However, we cannot directly conclude Theorem 1.2 using formal
localization, and neither the stronger last statement of Corollary 1.3.
Remark 1.4. Similarly to the discussion after Corollary 1.11 of [3], one can obtain singular open
subsets U ⊆ Y(g, n) in the case g > 1 and (g, n) 6= (2, 2) for which the formal neighborhood of
every point does admit a resolution, even though the entire U does not admit one by Corollary 1.3.
Indeed, by Remark 2.7, one example is analogous to the one given after Corollary 1.11 of [3]: for
n = 2 and g ≥ 3, take U to be the complement of the locus of representations of the form Y ⊕2 for
Y one-dimensional (and hence irreducible).
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Just as for quiver varieties [3], the case of a genus two Riemann surface and 2-dimensional
representations of π (the case (g, n) = (2, 2)) is special. In this case Y(2, 2) does not have terminal
singularities. Moreover, by work of Lehn and Sorger [17], Y(2, 2) does admit a projective symplectic
resolution.
Theorem 1.5. The blowups X˜(2, 2) → X(2, 2) and Y˜(2, 2) → Y(2, 2) along the singular loci are
projective symplectic resolutions of singularities.
Remark 1.6. When g = 1, the Hilbert scheme Hilbn(C× × C×) provides a projective symplectic
resolution of X(g, n), and the barycentric Hilbert scheme provides a projective symplectic resolution
of Y(g, n).
We first prove these results for X(g, n), and then in section 2.6, we deduce the results for Y(g, n)
from these. Similar techniques are applicable to Hitchin’s moduli spaces of semistable Higgs bundles
over smooth projective curves; see [23].
1.1. Conventions. Throughout, a variety will mean a reduced, quasi-projective scheme of finite
type over C. If X is a (quasi-projective) variety equipped with the action of a reductive algebraic
group G, then X/G will denote the good quotient (when it exists). In this case, let ξ : X → X/G
denote the quotient map. Then each fibre ξ−1(x) contains a unique closed G-orbit. Following Luna,
this closed orbit is denoted T (x).
1.2. Acknowledgments. The first author was partially supported by EPSRC grant EP/N005058/1.
The second author was partially supported by NSF Grant DMS-1406553. The authors are grateful
to the University of Glasgow for the hospitality provided during the workshop “Symplectic rep-
resentation theory”, where part of this work was done, and the second author to the 2015 Park
City Mathematics Institute for an excellent working environment. We would like to thank Victor
Ginzburg for suggesting we consider character varieties. We would also like to thank David Jor-
dan, Johan Martens and Ben Martin for their many explanations regarding character varieties, and
Yoshinori Namikawa and Nick Proudfoot for useful discussions. We also thank Andrea Tirelli for
careful reading and useful comments, and Ben Davison and Johannes Nicaise for useful comments
on Tirelli’s thesis, dealing with related material.
2. Character varieties
Recall from the introduction that Σ is a compact Riemannian surface of genus g > 0 and π is its
fundamental group. We have defined the character varieties
Y(g, n) = Hom(π,SL(n,C))/SL(n,C), X(g, n) = Hom(π,GL(n,C))/GL(n,C).
These are affine varieties. If g > 1 then dimY(g, n) = 2(g − 1)(n2 − 1), and when g = 1, it has
dimension 2(n − 1). On the other hand dimX(g, n) = dimY(g, n) + 2g always. Except in the
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last subsection, we will only consider X(g, n). Then, in section 2.6 we deduce the corresponding
results for Y(g, n). We begin by recalling the basic properties of the affine varieties Hom(π,GL)
and X(g, n). Based on results of Li [18], as explained in Theorem 2.1 of [10],
Theorem 2.1. [18, 10]
(1) Both Hom(π,GL) and X(g, n) are reduced and irreducible.
(2) Hom(π,GL) is a complete intersection in GL2g.
(3) The generic points of Hom(π,GL) and X(g, n) correspond to irreducible representations of
the fundamental group π.
As shown originally by Goldman [13], the varieties X(g, n) and Y(g, n) have a natural Pois-
son structure. This Poisson structure becomes clear in the realization of these spaces as quasi-
Hamiltonian reductions; see [1], where it is shown that the symplectic structure defined by Goldman
on the smooth locus of X(g, n) agrees with the Poisson structure of X(g, n) as a quasi-Hamiltonian
reduction. In particular, if C(1,n) denotes the dense open subset of X(g, n) parameterizing simple
representations of π, then it is shown in [1] that the Poisson structure on C(1,n) is non-degenerate. It
will be useful for us to reinterpret the quasi-Hamiltonian reduction as a moduli space of semi-simple
representations of the multiplicative preprojective algebra. Let Q be the quiver with a single vertex
and g loops, labeled a1, . . . , ag. Let a
∗
i denote the loop dual to ai in the doubled quiver Q. Associ-
ated to Q is the multiplicative preprojective algebra Λ(Q), as defined in [8]. Namely, CQ→ Λ(Q)
is the universal homomorphism such that each 1 + aia
∗
i and 1 + a
∗
i ai is invertible and
g∏
i=1
(1 + aia
∗
i )(1 + a
∗
i ai)
−1 = 1.
Here the product is ordered. Following [7], let Λ(Q)′ denote the universal localization of Λ(Q),
where each ai is also required to be invertible. Let (T
∗Rep(Q,n))◦ denote the space of all n-
dimensional representations (Ai, A
∗
i ) of CQ such that 1 + AiA
∗
i , 1 + A
∗
iAi and Ai are invertible
for all i. It is an open, GL(n,C)-stable affine subset of T ∗Rep(Q,n). The action of GL(n,C) on
(T ∗Rep(Q,n))◦ is quasi-Hamiltonian, with multiplicative moment map
Ψ : Rep(Λ(Q)′, n)→ GL, (Ai, A
∗
i ) 7→
g∏
i=1
(1 +AiA
∗
i )(1 +A
∗
iAi)
−1.
As noted in Proposition 2 of [7], the category Λ(Q)′-mod of finite dimensional Λ(Q)′-modules is
equivalent to π-mod, in such a way that we have a GL-equivariant identification
Ψ−1(1) ∼→ Hom(π,GL), (Ai, A
∗
i ) 7→ (Ai, Bi) = (Ai, A
−1
i +A
∗
i ).
Hence, we have an identification of Poisson varieties
Ψ−1(1)/GL = X(g, n).
See [24] for further details.
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2.1. Symplectic singularities. The space X(g, n) has a stratification by representation type,
which is also the stratification by stabilizer type; see [19, Theorem 5.4]. We say that a weighted
partition ν of n is a sequence (ℓ1, ν1; . . . ; ℓk, νk), where each ℓi and ni is a positive integer and
ν1 ≥ ν2 ≥ · · · ,
k∑
i=1
ℓiνi = n.
Lemma 2.2. Assume n, g > 1.
(1) The strata Cν of X(g, n) are labelled by weighted partitions of n such that
dimCν = 2
(
k + (g − 1)
k∑
i=1
ν2i
)
.
(2) If (g, n) 6= (2, 2), then dimX(g, n) − dimCν ≥ 4 for all ν 6= (1, n).
(3) If (g, n) 6= (2, 2) and ν 6= (1, n), then dimX(g, n) − dimCν ≥ 8 unless either
(i) (g, n) = (2, 3) and ν = (1, 2; 1, 1); or
(ii) (g, n) = (3, 2) and ν = (1, 1; 1, 1).
Proof. By Theorem 2.1, the set of points C(1,n) in X(g, n) parameterizing irreducible representations
of π is a dense open subset contained in the smooth locus. Therefore dimC(1,n) = 2(1+n
2(g− 1)).
An arbitrary semi-simple representation of π of dimension n has the form x = x⊕ℓ11 ⊕ · · · ⊕ x
⊕ℓk
k ,
where the xi are pairwise non-isomorphic irreducible π-modules of dimension νi and n =
∑k
i=1 ℓiνi.
Thus, the representation type strata correspond to weighted partitions of n. Let Cν denote the
locally closed subvariety of all such representations. If we write the multiset {{ν1, . . . , νk}} as
{{m1 · ν1, . . . ,mr · νr}}, with νi 6= νj, then
Cν ∼= S
m1,◦C(1,ν1) × · · · × S
mr ,◦C(1,νr),
where Sn,◦X is the open subset of SnX consisting of n pairwise distinct points. Thus,
dimCν =
r∑
i=1
2(1 + ν2i (g − 1))mi = 2
(
k + (g − 1)
k∑
i=1
ν2i
)
.
The proofs of the second and third claim are identical to that of parts (2) and (3) of [3, Lemma
6.1], and are omitted. 
Proposition 2.3. The variety X(g, n) is normal.
Proof. The case g = 1 follows from Proposition 2.12 below. The case n = 1 is trivial since
X(1, g) ∼= (C×)2g.
Assume g, n > 1. We consider the case (g, n) = (2, 2) separately below. Notice that since
Hom(π,GL) is a complete intersection, it is Cohen-Macaulay. Thus, it satisfies Serre’s condition
(S2). Let C(1,n) ⊂ X(g, n) be the open subset of points corresponding to irreducible π-modules. It
is contained in the smooth locus of X(g, n), and hence is normal. Let Z denote its complement. By
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Lemma 2.2 (2), Z has codimension at least four in X(g, n) when (g, n) 6= (2, 2). By [8, Corollary
7.3], if ξ : Hom(π,GL)→ X(g, n) is the quotient map, then
dimHom(π,GL)− dim ξ−1(Z) ≥
1
2
min
ν 6=(1,n)
(dimX(g, n)− dimCν) . (1)
Thus, Z has codimension at least two in Hom(π,GL), implying that (R1) holds too. We deduce
that Hom(π,GL), and hence X(g, n) too, is normal.
Finally, we consider the case where (g, n) = (2, 2). As noted in Theorem 2.1, Hom(π,GL) is
a complete intersection and hence Cohen-Macaulay. Thus, it satisfies (S2). We claim that the
locus Hom(π,GL)free on which PGL acts freely has complement having codimension at least two.
Since this open set is contained in the smooth locus, this will imply that Hom(π,GL) satisfies
(R1). Therefore, by Serre’s criterion, Hom(π,GL) will be normal. It will then follow that X(2, 2) =
Hom(π,GL)/GL is normal too.
It remains only to prove the claim. Inside X(2, 2), there are three strata: the open stra-
tum consisting of the image of simple representations in Hom(π,GL), the codimension two stra-
tum corresponding to the semisimple representations of the form V ⊕W for nonisomorphic one-
dimensional representations V,W , and the four-dimensional (codimension six) stratum correspond-
ing to semisimple representations isomorphic to V ⊕2 for some V . The preimage of the open stratum
is smooth in Hom(π,GL), since it consists entirely of simple representations. By inequality (1), the
preimage of the codimension-six stratum has codimension at least three. This stratum is therefore
irrelevant for the claim. The preimage of the codimension-two stratum has codimension at least
one by (1), or because Hom(π,GL) is irreducible (Theorem 2.1.1)). So we only have to show that
this stratum, call it Z, has open dense intersection with Hom(π,GL)free.
Let Zss ⊆ Z be the semisimple locus, consisting of the representations which are decomposable
into nonisomorphic one-dimensional representations. As observed in the proof of [3, Proposition
6.5], the codimension of Zss in Hom(π,GL)free must be at least (in fact, must exceed) the codi-
mension, two, of its image ξ(Zss) = ξ(Z). Explicitly, for every z ∈ Zss, the endomorphism space
Endπ(z) has dimension two. So the PGL-orbit of z has dimension at most dimPGL−1. We obtain
that codimHom(π,GL) Z
ss ≥ 1 + codimX(2,2) ξ(Z
ss) = 3.
Thus we only have to show that every non-semisimple point of Z has a free PGL-orbit. But
these points consist of extensions of two non-isomorphic simple representations. This implies that
their endomorphism algebra is indeed one-dimensional; the same argument was used in the proof
of [3, Proposition 6.5]. 
Proof of Theorem 1.1 for X(g, n). When g = 1 the claim follows from Proposition 2.12. The case
(g, n) = (2, 2) is dealt with in Corollary 2.11 below. The case n = 1 is trivial.
We assume g, n > 1 and (g, n) 6= (2, 2). We have shown in Proposition 2.3 that the irreducible
variety X(g, n) is normal. By Theorem 2.1, the Poisson structure on the dense open subset C(1,n)
of X(g, n) is non-degenerate. This implies that the Poisson structure on the whole of the smooth
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locus is non-degenerate since the complement to C(1,n) in X(g, n) has codimension at least four.
Therefore, since the singular locus of X(g, n) must also have codimension at least four, it follows
from Flenner’s Theorem [11] that X(g, n) has symplectic singularities. 
As for quiver varieties, the symplectic leaves of the character variety X(g, n) are precisely the
stabilizer type strata. Since this result is not needed elsewhere, we only sketch the proof.
Proposition 2.4. The symplectic leaves of X(g, n) are the stabilizer type strata Cν.
Proof. Since X(g, n) has symplectic singularities, it has only finitely many leaves. The stratification
by stabilizer type is a finite stratification by smooth, connected locally closed subvarieties. This
statement can be deduced from the corresponding statement [3, Proposition 3.6] for quiver varieties
by using Theorem 2.5 below. Therefore it suffices to show that the Hamiltonian vector fields on
X(g, n) are all tangent to the strata. This follows from [3, Lemma 3.14], suitably adapted. 
The same statement can be shown to hold for Y(g, n) using Lemma 2.16 below.
2.2. Passage to the normal cone. In order to study the singularities of X(g, n), we describe the
normal cone to a closed GL-orbit in Hom(π,GL). Let φ be a point whose GL-orbit is closed, and
denote by V the corresponding n-dimensional representation of π. Composing φ with the adjoint
action of GL on gl(V ), the space gl(V ) is a π-module. Since Σ is a K(π, 1)-space, we have natural
identifications
Extiπ(V, V ) = Ext
i
π(C, gl(V )) = H
i(π, gl(V )) = H i(Σ,V ⊗ V∨),
where V is the local system on Σ corresponding to the π-module V ; see page 59 and Proposition
2.2 of [6]. Cup product in cohomology, followed by the Lie bracket [−,−] : gl(V )× gl(V )→ gl(V ),
defines the Kuranishi map
κ : Ext1π(V, V ) = Ext
1
π(C, gl(V )) −→ Ext
2
π(C, gl(V )⊗ gl(V )) −→ Ext
2
π(C, gl(V )) = Ext
2
π(V, V ),
given by ϕ 7→ [ϕ ∪ ϕ]. As shown in [14, Section 4], if CV (π) denotes the tangent cone to V
in Hom(π,GL), and NV (π) its image in TV Hom(π,GL)/TV GL ·V , then there is a StabGL(V )-
equivariant isomorphism
NV (π) ∼= κ
−1(0) ⊂ Ext1π(V, V ).
As explained in [13], the space Ext1π(V, V ) has a natural symplectic structure, such that the action
of StabGL(V ) on Ext
1
π(V, V ) is Hamiltonian. Decompose the semi-simple representation V as⊕k
i=1 Vi ⊗Wi, where the Vi are pairwise non-isomorphic simple π-modules. Let Q be the quiver
with k vertices and dimExt1π(Vi, Vj) arrows between vertex i and j. Let α be the dimension vector
for Q given by αi = dimWi.
Theorem 2.5. (1) There is a natural identification StabGL(V ) = G(α).
(2) The quiver Q is the double of some quiver Q.
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(3) We have a G(α)-equivariant identification Ext1π(V, V )
∼→ Rep(Q,α) of symplectic vector
spaces and a G(α)-equivariant identification Ext2π(V, V )
∼→ g(α) such that the following di-
agram is commutative
Ext1π(V, V )
∼
//
κ

Rep(Q,α)
µ

Ext2π(V, V )
∼
// g(α)
Proof. The first claim follows directly from the decomposition
⊕k
i=1 Vi⊗Wi, since StabGL(V ) only
acts on the W -tensorand.
If Vi denotes the irreducible local system on Σ corresponding to Vi, then we have natural identifi-
cations Ext1π(Vi, Vj) = H
1(Σ,Vi⊗V
∨
j ) and Ext
2
π(Vi, Vj) = H
2(Σ,Vi⊗V
∨
j ) imply by Poincare´-Verdier
duality (see [9, Corollary 3.3.12]) that
• Ext2π(Vi, Vi)
∼= C and Ext2π(Vi, Vj) = 0 for i 6= j.
• The cup product defines a non-degenerate pairing
〈−,−〉 : Ext1π(Vi, Vj)× Ext
1
π(Vj , Vi)→ C.
The existence of the non-degenerate pairing implies that dimExt1π(Vi, Vj) = dimExt
1
π(Vj , Vi) when
i 6= j. Moreover, each Ext1π(Vi, Vi) is a symplectic vector space [13], and hence dimExt
1
π(Vi, Vi) is
even. Thus, Q is the double of some quiver Q, confirming (2).
Finally, we have G(α)-equivariant identifications
Ext1π(V, V ) =
⊕
i,j
Ext1π(Vi, Vj)⊗Hom(Wi,Wj) = Rep(Q,α)
and
Ext2π(V, V ) =
⊕
i,j
Ext2π(Vi, Vj)⊗Hom(Wi,Wj) =
k⊕
i=1
End(Wi),
since Ext2π(Vi, Vj) = 0 for i 6= j. Now view the quadratic map κ : Ext
1
π(V, V ) → Ext
2
π(V, V ) as a
linear one, Ext1π(V, V )⊗Ext
1
π(V, V )→ Ext
2
π(V, V ). This map can be written as a⊗ b 7→ a◦b− b◦a,
where the map ◦ is the usual composition,
◦ : Ext1π(Vi ⊗Wi, Vj ⊗Wj)× Ext
1
π(Vj ⊗Wj , Vk ⊗Wk)→ Ext
2
π(Vi, Vk)⊗Hom(Wi,Wk),
which is only nonzero when i = k. For i = k, if we write Ext1π(Vi ⊗Wi, Vj ⊗Wj) = Ext
1
π(Vi, Vj)⊗
Hom(Wi,Wj), the above map becomes the tensor product of the symplectic pairing between
Ext1π(Vi, Vj) and Ext
1
π(Vj , Vi) and the composition on Hom spaces. Thus, linearly extending to
V , we obtain the usual moment map µ, as required. 
Luna’s slice theorem implies:
Corollary 2.6. The tangent cone to [V ] ∈ X(g, n) is isomorphic to M0(α, 0) for the quiver Q and
dimension vector α described above.
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Remark 2.7. In fact, by [4, Theorem 6.3, Theorem 6.6],1 the whole formal neighborhood of
[V ] ∈ X(g, n) is isomorphic to the formal neighborhood of 0 in M0(α, 0), since the group algebra
C[π] is a two-dimensional Calabi–Yau algebra. The argument given there also begins the same way
as above, but we included details for the benefit of the reader.
Lemma 2.8. The singular locus of X(g, n) is the closed subset consisting of non-simple represen-
tations. Its irreducible components are labeled by integers 1 ≤ n′ ≤ n/2.
Proof. The proof is identical to the proof of [16, Proposition 6.1]. Theorem 2.5 implies that if
the point x ∈ X(g, n) corresponds to a simple representation V , then x is smooth. For each
1 ≤ n′ ≤ n/2, let ϕ(n′) : X(n′, g) × X(n − n′, g) → X(g, n) denote the map ([V1], [V2]) 7→ [V1 ⊕ V2].
It is a finite morphism. Clearly, every semi-simple, but not simple, π-module of dimension n lies in
the image of some ϕ(n′). Also, Im ϕ(n′) ∩ Im ϕ(n′′) is a proper subset of Im ϕ(n′) for all n′ 6= n′′
since a generic point of Im ϕ(n′) is the direct sum of exactly two simple modules. Therefore the
Im ϕ(n′) are precisely the irreducible components of the complement to the open subset of simple
representations. Thus, it suffices to show that the generic point of Im ϕ(n′) is singular in X(g, n).
Such a generic point is [V1⊕V2], where V1 and V2 are simple π-modules of dimension n
′ and n−n′
respectively.
It suffices to show that the tangent cone at this point is singular. By Corollary 2.6, the tangent
cone is isomorphic to 0 ∈ M0(α, 0) for some quiver Q and dimension vector α. In this case, we
get the quiver Q with 12 dimExt
1
π(V1, V1) loops at vertex 1,
1
2 dimExt
1
π(V2, V2) loops at vertex 2
and dimExt1π(V1, V2) arrows from vertex 1 to vertex 2. The dimension vector is α = (1, 1). The
space M0(α, 0) is singular if and only if dimExt
1
π(V1, V2) > 1 (removing the loops, which do not
contribute to the singularities, M0(α, 0) is isomorphic to the closure of the minimal nilpotent orbit
in gln, where n = dimExt
1
π(V1, V2)). Since V1 and V2 are not isomorphic, [8, Theorem 1.6] implies
that
dimExt1π(V1, V2) = (2g − 2)n
′(n− n′) > 1
as required. 
Remark 2.9. We note that [8, Theorem 1.6] allows one to easily compute the Euler characteristic
of local systems on compact Riemann surfaces. For instance, it implies that if L is an irreducible
local system on Σ then
χ(L) = (2g − 2) rk(L).
Presumably, this is well-known to experts.
2.3. The case (g, n) = (2, 2). The case (g, n) = (2, 2) can be thought of as a “local model” for the
moduli space M2v of semistable shaves with Mukai vector 2v on an abelian or K3 surface, where
v is primitive, such that 〈v, v〉 = 2. Therefore we are able to apply directly the results of Lehn
1Thanks to Raf Bocklandt for pointing out these results.
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and Sorger [17] in this case. Lemma 2.2 (1) says that X(2, 2) has three strata, C(1,2) consisting of
simple representations E, C(1,1;1,1) consisting of semi-simple representations E = F1⊕F2, where F1
and F2 are a pair of non-isomorphic one-dimensional representations of π, and C(2,1) the stratum of
semi-simple representations E = F⊕2, where F is a one-dimensional representation. By Corollary
2.8, the singular locus of X(2, 2) equals C(1,1;1,1) = C(1,1;1,1) ⊔ C(2,1).
Theorem 2.10 (Lehn-Sorger, [17]). The blowup σ : X˜(2, 2) → X(2, 2) along the reduced ideal
defining the singular locus of X(2, 2) defines a semi-small resolution of singularities.
Note that this is a precise version of the X(2, 2) case of Theorem 1.5.
Proof. We sketch the proof, based on the results in [17]. Fix a point E ∈ C(1,1;1,1) and E
′ ∈ C(2,1).
Theorem 2.5 says that the tangent cone CE(X(2, 2)) is isomorphic to C
8× (C2/Z2) and the tangent
cone CE′(X(2, 2)) is isomorphic to C
4×N , whereN is the orbit closure in sp(4) defined in section 5.1
of [3]. The proof of [17, The´ore`me 4.5] goes through word for word in this situation (one has to
check that Propositions A.1 and A.2 of the appendix to op. cit. hold in this setting), and we deduce
that there are isomorphisms of analytic germs
(X(2, 2), E) ∼= (C8 × (C2/Z2), 0), (X(2, 2), E
′) ∼= (C4 ×N , 0).
Here the first isomorphism follows from [21, Lemma 1.3]. Clearly, blowing up C8 × (C2/Z2) along
the singular locus gives a semi-small resolution of singularities. The key result [15, Remark 5.4], see
also [17, The´ore`me 2.1], says that blowing up along the reduced ideal defining the singular locus in
C4 ×N also produces a semi-small resolution of singularities. 
Corollary 2.11. The blowup X˜(2, 2) of X(2, 2) along the reduced ideal defining the singular locus
of X(2, 2) is a smooth symplectic variety and X(2, 2) has symplectic singularities.
Proof. Let σ : X˜(2, 2) → X(2, 2) denote the blowup map. The singularities of X(2, 2) in a an
analytic neighborhood of a point in C(1,1;1,1) are equivalent to an A1 singularity. Therefore the
pullback σ∗ω of the symplectic 2-form ω on the smooth locus of X(2, 2) extends to a symplectic
2-form on σ−1(U), where U is the open set C(1,2) ∪C(1,1;1,1). Since σ is semi-small, σ
−1(C(2,1)) has
codimension at least 3 in X˜(2, 2). Therefore, σ∗ω extends to a symplectic 2-form on the whole of
X˜(2, 2). Since we have shown in Proposition 2.3 that X(2, 2) is normal, Lemma 6.12 from [3] shows
that this implies that X(2, 2) has symplectic singularities. 
2.4. The genus one case. Let G be either GL or SL and T a maximal torus in G. The following
is well-known. It can be deduced from the corresponding statement for the commuting variety in
g× g; see [12, Sections 2.7 and 2.8]
Proposition 2.12. Fix g = 1. As symplectic singularities, the G-character variety of Σ is isomor-
phic to (T × T)/Sn.
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Unlike the case g > 1, it is not clear whether Hom(π,G) is reduced, but it is shown in [12] that
the corresponding G-character variety is reduced. In the case G = GL, the Hilbert-Chow morphism
defines a symplectic resolution π : Hilbn(C× × C×) → (T × T)/Sn. Similarly, the the preimage
Hilbn0 (C
× × C×) ⊂ Hilbn(C× ×C×) of Y(n, 1) ⊂ X(n, 1) under π defines a symplectic resolution of
Y(n, 1); for want of a better name, we call Hilbn0 (C
× ×C×) the barycentric Hilbert scheme. Notice
that the case n = 1 is trivial since X(1, 1) = C× × C× with its standard symplectic structure.
2.5. Factoriality. We begin with the following dimension estimates of Crawley-Boevey and Shaw:
Theorem 2.13. [8, Theorem 7.2, Corollary 7.3] Consider a stratum Z in X(g, n) of representation
type (k1, β
(i1); . . . ; kr, β
(ir)). Then for all z ∈ Z, the fibre ξ−1(z) ⊆ Hom(π,GL) has dimension at
most β ·β−1+p(β)−
∑
t p(β
(t)), so the dimension of ξ−1(Z) is at most β ·β−1+p(β)+
∑
t p(β
(t)).
Recall that ξ : Hom(π,GL)→ X(g, n) is the quotient map. The action of GL on Hom(π,GL) fac-
tors through PGL. The open subset of Hom(π,GL) where PGL acts freely is denoted Hom(π,GL)free.
Lemma 2.14. Assume that g, n > 1 and (g, n) 6= (2, 2). The variety Hom(π,GL) is normal and
factorial. Moreover, the complement to Hom(π,GL)free in Hom(π,GL) has codimension at least
four.
Proof. As noted previously, Hom(π,GL) is a complete intersection and hence Cohen-Macaulay.
Thus, it satisfies (S2). By a theorem of Grothendieck, [16, Theorem 3.12], in order to show that
Hom(π,GL) is factorial, it suffices to check that it satisfies (R3) too. But this follows from the
proof of Proposition 6.5 of [3]: the same arguments hold in our situation substituting Lemma 2.2
for Lemma 6.1 and Theorem 2.13 for Theorem 6.3 of [3]. 
Next, we prove the part of Theorem 1.2 dealing with X(g, n):
Proof of Theorem 1.2 for X(g, n). Let X(g, n)s denote the dense open subset consisting of simple
representations and Hom(π,GL)s its preimage in Hom(π,GL). Then ξ : Hom(π,GL)→ X(g, n)s is
a principal PGL-bundle. Moreover, by Lemma 2.2 (2), the complement to X(g, n)s has codimension
at least 4 in X(g, n). Therefore we may apply the results of Drezet’s Theorem [3, Theorem 6.7] to
X(g, n).
The stratum Cρ of type ρ = (n, 1) is contained in the closure of all other strata in X(g, n). This
is proven by induction on n using the morphisms ϕ(n′) defined in the proof of Lemma 2.8. If
y ∈ T (x) is a lift in Hom(π,GL) of a point x of Cρ then y corresponds to the representation C
⊕n,
where C denotes here the trivial π-module. Therefore PGLy = PGL has no non-trivial characters.
In particular, PGLy will act trivially on Ly for any PGL-equivariant line bundle on Hom(π,GL).
Hence, we deduce from Drezet’s Theorem [3, Theorem 6.7] that X(g, n) is factorial at every point
of Cρ.
Now consider an arbitrary stratum Cτ in X(g, n). If X(g, n) is factorial at one point of the
stratum then it will be factorial at every point in the stratum. On the other hand, the main result
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of [5] says that the subset of factorial points of X(g, n) is an open subset. Since this open subset is
a union of strata and contains the unique closed stratum, it must be the whole of X(g, n). 
Arguing as in the proof of [3, Theorem 6.14], Theorem 1.2 implies Corollary 1.3 for X(g, n).
Remark 2.15. A similar analysis has been performed in [22] in order to classify which moduli
spaces of semi-simple representations of an arbitrary multiplicative deformed preprojective algebra
admit symplectic resolutions.
2.6. The SL-character variety. Recall that Y(g, n) is the character variety associated to the
compact Riemann surface Σ, of genus g, with values in SL(n,C). Let T ∼= (C×)2g denote the
2g-torus.
Lemma 2.16. The character variety X(g, n) is an e´tale locally trivial fiber bundle over T with fiber
Y(g, n).
Proof. Let ̺ : Hom(π,GL) → T be the map sending (Ai, Bi) to (det(Ai),det(Bi)). This map is
GL-equivariant, where the action on T is trivial. Moreover, it fits into a commutative diagram of
GL-varieties
Hom(π,SL)×
Z
2g
n
T
∼
//
pr
''◆
◆◆
◆◆
◆◆
◆◆
◆◆
◆
Hom(π,GL)
̺
yytt
tt
tt
tt
tt
t
T
(2)
where Z2gn acts freely on T , and the map Hom(π,SL) × T → Hom(π,GL) sends ((Ai, Bi), (ti, si))
to (tiAi, siBi). Therefore it descends to a commutative diagram
Y(g, n)×
Z
2g
n
T
∼
//
pr
%%❑
❑❑
❑❑
❑❑
❑❑
❑
X(g, n)
̺
||②②
②②
②②
②②
②
T
(3)
where Z2gn acts freely on Y(g, n)× T . 
Proof of Theorem 1.5. Given Theorem 2.10, it remains only to prove the result for the SL2 case.
Let I denote the reduced ideal in C[Y(2, 2)] defining the singular locus. Since the singular locus is
stable under the action of Z2gn so too is I. Therefore, the action of Z
2g
n lifts to the blowup Y˜(2, 2)
making σ : Y˜(2, 2)→ Y(2, 2) equivariant. Theorem 2.10, together with the fact that
X˜(2, 2) ∼= Y˜(2, 2) ×Z2gn T,
implies that Y˜(2, 2) is smooth. Moreover, the fact that X˜(2, 2)→ X(2, 2) is semi-small implies that
σ : Y˜(2, 2)→ Y(2, 2) is semi-small. The argument that this implies that σ is a symplectic resolution
is identical to the first part of the proof of Corollary 2.11. 
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Proof of Theorem 1.1. Given the proof in Section 2.1, we only need to prove this result in the
SLn case. Proposition 2.12 implies that Theorem 1.1 holds when g = 1. When (g, n) = (2, 2),
Lemma 6.12 of [3] applied to Theorem 1.5 implies that Y(2, 2) has symplectic singularities. When
n = 1 then Y(g, 1) is a point. Therefore we assume that g, n > 1 and (g, n) 6= (2, 2).
We begin by showing that Y(g, n) is normal. Lemma 2.16 implies that Y(g, n) is an irreducible
variety of dimension 2(g−1)(n2−1) since dimX(g, n) = 2n2(g−1)+2. If Y(g, n) were not normal,
then Y(g, n)×T would also not be normal. But the fact that Y(g, n)×
Z
2g
n
T ∼= X(g, n) is normal, and
the map Y(g, n)×T → X(g, n) is e´tale, implies by [20, Proposition 3.17] that Y(g, n)×T is normal.
Thus, Y(g, n) is normal. The identification Y(g, n)×
Z
2g
n
T ∼= X(g, n) of Lemma 2.16 is Poisson, where
we equip Y(g, n)×T with the product Poisson structure. We deduce that the Poisson structure on
the smooth locus of Y(g, n) is non-degenerate, and the singular locus of Y(g, n) has codimension at
least 4 when (g, n) 6= (2, 2). Therefore, repeating the proof in the case of X(g, n) (given in Section
2.1), we deduce that Y(g, n) has symplectic singularities. 
Proof of Theorem 1.2. Given the proof in Section 2.5, it remains only to prove this statement in
the SLn case. Recall that we have assumed that g > 1 and (g, n) 6= (2, 2).
As noted in the proof of Theorem 1.1, Y(g, n) is a symplectic singularity whose singular locus
has codimension at least 4. Therefore Y(g, n) has terminal singularities. To show that Y(g, n) is
factorial, one simply repeats word for word the arguments of section 2.5, but with GL replaced by
SL throughout, and using diagrams (2) and (3) to deduce the required dimension inequalities. 
Proof of Corollary 1.3. This follows because any normal factorial variety with terminal singularities
cannot admit a proper crepant resolution, and hence not a proper symplectic resolution. See Section
6.4 of [3] for details. 
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